
Bebeonkers I (16-1) was designed for the Ultra Preemie infant to  
facilitate quick removal of secretions both nasally and orally       

but still retains a three-hole configuration for safe oral care    
without hurting baby. 

Flexible & Soft 

  Bebeonkers I 

Webeonkers 

Bebeonkers II ( 16-2 )  Our original patented design is an            
Oral/Nasal suction device that does not grab tissue and                 

effectively removes the most tenacious secretions, quickly                                             
and without compromising the infant.   

Now available: 16-0 Webeonkers for the ultra preemie infant, just 
like the 16-2 but smaller.                                                 

Packaged six per bag. 

Order # Product Description Bx Qty 

Bebeonkers Oral/Nasal Suction Device Only 

16-1 Bebeonkers I Ultra Preemie Bulbed Tip 6 pcs/zip bag,50 bgs/bx 300 

16-2 Bebeonkers II Standard Tip 6 pcs/zip bag, 50 bgs/bx 300 

16-0 Webeonkers Ultra Preemie STD tip 6 pcs/zip bag. 50 bags/bx 300 

16-1KK Bebeonkers I with kover 3 Bebeonkers + 3 cover/bag, 50 bgs/bx 300 

16-2KK Bebeonkers II with kover 3 Bebeonkers + 3 cover/bag, 50 bgs/bx 300 

16-0KK Webeonkers with kover 3 Bebeonkers + 3 cover/bag, 50 bgs/bx 300 

   
    Bebeonkers 

Bebeonkers II  



Because there has never been an        

appropriate device for suctioning        

intubated or newborn infants, doctors, 

nurses and therapists have been using 

and creating inferior one-hole devices. 

They endanger the infants and make the  

hospital and medical professional liable 

if an infant is injured.                           

The patented                            

“BEBEONKERS” is that right device!!             

It is the right tool for the right job.   

Two or more holes and a tapered         

inner wall  does the job quickly and 

without tearing tissue. 

“Sometimes you just can’t stand by when things are being done that 

can hurt a baby. We saw a problem that was international and made 

a product to solve it!”            -Philip N. Rogone PA. RCP. 

 Patented 

 2 or more holes  

 Bebeonkers has 3 

 Does not grab tissue 

 No trauma 

 No harm 

       Bebeonkers 

All above are 
single hole at 
distal end. 



Can be used up to 12 hours on the same patient,    

or per hospital policy. 

Bebe Keeper Kover is an effective cover to keep 

the Bebeonkers clean. 

Can also be used with     

the Bebe-Ball. 

Note new blue translucent color 

Order # Product Description Bx Qty 

Bebe Keeper Kover Only 

16-3 
Bebe Keeper Kover for Bebeonkers        

6 pcs/bag, 50 bgs/cs 
300 

       Bebe Keeper Kover 

Can be used on Bebeonkers I and Bebeonkers II 

with suction on or off,  protecting the device while not in use. 


	25 Bebeonkers Front
	26 Bebeonkers Back-w-suckersticker

